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No.2005-CP-057 
Apr 18, 2005 

R&I Affirms a-1: WIYAS Funding Corp. ABCP 
 

Rating and Investment Information, Inc. (R&I), has affirmed the following rating. 
 
ISSUER: WIYAS Funding Corp. (Tokyo Branch) 
INSTRUMENT NAME: Asset-Backed Commercial Paper Programme 
ISSUE LIMIT: Yen 50,000 million (raised from Yen 30,000 million) 
UNDERLYING ASSETS: Sales receivables, etc. 
PROGRAM TYPE: Multi-seller 
CREDIT AND LIQUIDITY  
ENHANCEMENT: Backup Line 100% 
 

R&I RATING: a-1 (Affirmed) 
 
CREDIT AND LIQUIDITY  
ENHANCEMENT PROVIDER: The Chiba Bank, Ltd. 
 
RATIONALE: 

R&I has reviewed the rating for WIYAS Funding Corp (WIYAS) Tokyo Branch’s ABCP rating 
in conjunction with the increase in the issue limit, the change of the backup line agreement, and 
the issue of Foreign Currency Short-term Debt (electronic CP) based on the ordinance concerning 
the transfer of corporate bonds etc., (Cabinet Office and Ministry of Justice Ordinance No. 5 of 
2002, including subsequent revisions).  

R&I has assigned ABCP and electronic CPs (and CPs) rating of a-1 based on the following 
considerations: 
1. WIYAS has concluded a Credit Enhancement Agreement, a Liquidity Enhancement Agreement, 
and a Commitment Agreement (a new backup line agreement), which serve as 100% credit 
enhancement and liquidity enhancement.  

WIYAS’s Tokyo Branch had concluded a back up line agreement with The Chiba Bank, Ltd., 
which served as 100% credit enhancement and liquidity enhancement at the time of CP 
redemption. This agreement is now split into three: a Credit Enhancement Agreement, a Liquidity 
Enhancement Agreement and a Commitment Agreement with the conclusion of a new backup line 
agreement with Chiba Bank by WIYAS’s Tokyo Branch. The borrowing limit of the new backup line 
agreement makes provision in excess of the balance of the unredeemed CP issued on the basis of 
the programme. So long as the grounds for refusing to lend funds do not apply (see Note 1) Chiba 
Bank will lend WIYAS’s Tokyo Branch the funds to redeem the CP in the event that there is a 
shortfall of redemption funds.  
Note 1: The Chiba Bank, Ltd., cannot refuse to lend funds to WIYAS Tokyo Branch in cases other than insolvency 
or bankruptcy; the commencement of court-led rehabilitation procedures, the commencement of corporate 
reorganization procedures, the commencement of special liquidation proceedings, or filing for the commencement of 
company liquidation, or any other similar legal bankruptcy proceedings; or application for any similar bankruptcy 
proceedings under the laws of a foreign country.  
 
2. The High Bankruptcy Remoteness of the SPC. 

There is little possibility that WIYAS will go bankruptcy for any reason other than default of 
the CP. 

In the future, WIYAS Tokyo Branch will concurrently issue bill CP and electronic CP. 
However, electronic CP is effectively the same as bill CP and, as such, their rating is 
undifferentiated. R&I has affirmed the rating at a-1. 
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SCHEME DIAGRAME: 

 
OUTLINE OF THE ISSUE AND THE ISSUER: 
1) WIYAS is an SPC established in the Cayman Islands. 
2) WIYAS Tokyo Branch issues CP and uses the funds raised to purchase the backing assets. 
3) Funds recovered from the backing assets will be applied to the redemption of the CP. In the 
event that there is a shortfall of redemption funds, The Chiba Bank, Ltd., will lend the funds based 
on the Commitment Agreement, the Liquidity Enhancement Agreement and the Credit 
Enhancement Agreement.  
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